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Introduction
This book is for primary teachers and student teachers who
want to teach outside. It is aimed at those working with
six- to twelve-year-olds. The ideas are based upon my own
experiences of working with classes where this is a new and
diﬀerent way of learning.

ow

The majority of activities and suggestions are simple and
involve minimal planning and resources. They are doable by
a teacher with their class in the school grounds or local area.

nl

Whilst training, courses and conversations with outdoor
experts make a positive diﬀerence, there is no substitute for
experience and knowing the children in your class. As a consequence, this book is written in the belief that teachers:

Have the skills and competences to teach outside as
well as inside. Any approach to learning and teaching
usually works just as eﬀectively outdoors as it does inside.

■

Have an ability to take an idea and tweak it to make it suit the needs of the children in
their class. All the ideas in this book can be reﬁned and improved – it is a springboard for
experimenting.

■

Have to make an eﬀort to learn how to teach outside on a frequent and regular basis. We
have been conditioned to think ‘indoors’. This is a habit that can be changed. The pay-oﬀ is
very liberating and many teachers who make this change ﬁnd their practice has a new lease
of life.
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■

Have only just begun to truly appreciate the potential for learning outside and the beneﬁts
this brings in the short and long term to the well-being of children and our society, especially when the learning happens in nature.
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■

This is not to ignore the contributions made by the vast array of professionals, organisations,
volunteers, expedition organisers and residential centres to the learning which happens outside
during a child’s school life. However, I want to empower primary teachers to play an active part in
this process too.
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Dirty Teaching

What is covered in this book?
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There is a huge diversity of books about learning indoors. Likewise, it is impossible to do justice to
the potential of learning outdoors in one book. So, this book mainly concentrates on:
■

Kick-starting the process of working outside with a class.

■

Simple outdoor ideas that a primary teacher can lead with their class of thirty pupils in the
school grounds or within walking distance oﬀ-site.

■

Practical issues which arise when learning takes place outside.

ow

The structure of the book is designed so that you can read it from cover to cover, or you can dip
in and out of it as time and interest permits. I deliberately did not go down the route of detailed
lessons or series of lessons. I would like the ideas and activities to be seeds of suggestion rather
than directed activities.

What is outdoor learning?
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Before stepping outside with a class, it can be useful to think about what outdoor learning is and
why it matters. In a nutshell, outdoor learning is an umbrella term which covers every type of
learning experience which happens outdoors. This could be adventurous activities, environmental
education, team challenges, an international expedition or a playground game.

Br

The beauty of this deﬁnition is that it covers little and large experiences of any sort that happen
outside. What matters, however, is that – regardless of where the learning takes place – the quality
of the experience is the best it can be and is authentic, meaningful and relevant for the children
involved.
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Ideally, we want to make the most of the unique and special nature of being outdoors. We need
the variety provided by:
The weather – imagine a world without rainbows: the sunshine and the rain are key
ingredients.

■

The seasons – these bring variety throughout the year, adding interest to our lives and festivals that celebrate the cyclical events.

■

The space and freedom of the world beyond the classroom.
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■

The landscape – whether this is urban, wild or somewhere in-between.

Many teachers assume that outdoor learning is a subject, discipline or curriculum area. Some consider outdoor learning as an approach to learning, as just one of many tools in a teacher’s toolbox.
For me, it is about making the most of any place or space outside of the traditional school walls.
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It’s about relationships
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It can be helpful to think of the learning
that happens as a result of the relationships
between people, the nature of the activity and
the place and time where it takes place.

The idea of using place as a key part of the
learning process comes from the work of Sir
Patrick Geddes (1854–1932), a Scottish
town planner, biologist and educator, known
for his progressive views, who developed the
concept of ‘think global, act local’. He also advocated a ‘hands, heart, head’ approach to learning.1

ow

Most initiatives and ideas within education focus on activities and people. For example, reams of
advice is available on improving literacy. Yet, this is largely focused upon motivating children and
activities which encourage and support children to develop conﬁdence in this area.
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Where children read and how this impacts on the acquisition of literacy skills tends to be ignored.
It also means that a huge range of possibilities is being missed when you think of the choice of
locations in which we could learn. Think of all the places where people freely read, such as a novel
on the beach or a newspaper on the bus. It rarely happens at a table with a group of people of a
similar age taking turns to read a paragraph aloud, other than in a school.
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Time matters too. During the course of a day, the weather and light changes, impacting upon any
outdoor place. The seasons bring annual variety and so do the years. If you think about how a
three-year-old child might walk down a street, their behaviour and perspective is very diﬀerent to
that of a teenager.
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To forget about the impact of place is like removing one leg from a three-legged stool. The stool is
permanently out of balance and much harder to sit on. Ignoring the inﬂuence of place when teaching
makes your job a lot harder. Nature has inspired generations of artists, writers, inventors and scientists to create and innovate. Thus, as teachers, we can use diﬀerent places and spaces innovatively to
inspire our children.

Have a cuppa
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Have a break. Make yourself a hot drink and take it outside. Drink it there instead of where you
usually sit inside and compare the experience.
■

What are the similarities and what are the diﬀerences?

1 P. Higgins and R. Nicol, Professor Sir Patrick Geddes: ‘Vivendo Discimus’ – By Living We Learn. In C. Knapp and T. Smith
(eds), Sourcebook for Experiential Education: Key Thinkers and their Contributions (New York: Routledge, 2011) pp. 32–40.
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What did you notice about your thoughts and behaviour (e.g. where you sat and how, or did
you stand the entire time)?

■

What would you change or do diﬀerently if you took your cup of tea outside again?
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■

This activity should show you that often people think and behave diﬀerently in diﬀerent places. It
is likely that you do not have a comfy sofa outside, so you may have chosen to wander around the
garden with your cup of tea. You may have felt quite cold. Perhaps you were keeping a sharp eye
on a nearby gull in case it tried to steal your Jaﬀa Cake!
What this means is that you need to be prepared for children behaving diﬀerently outside, especially if they have not spent much time undertaking formal lessons outdoors. Everyone will need
time to acclimatise.

What places outside?
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Learning can happen in any outdoor space. For convenience, using the school grounds makes a lot
of sense as less time, preparation and money are involved. The supervision ratios tend to be the
same as for inside, which means you can take your class outside without needing to rely on volunteers or other staﬀ to support you.
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Many schools and nurseries have a designated place oﬀ-site, such as a wood, which is used on a
frequent and regular basis for a variety of activities. Whilst this can take a bit of time and eﬀort
to establish both the site and the routines around its use, the eﬀort is worth it. Often it is a very
good way of establishing positive community links with diﬀerent organisations and professionals.

Your life in places
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How hard it is to escape from places. However carefully one goes they hold you
– you leave little bits of yourself ﬂuttering on the fences – like rags and shreds of
your very life.
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Katherine Mansﬁeld

Think back across your life. Write down your thoughts in response to the questions below. It is
useful if you can discuss these with other people, especially the ﬁnal question.
Which places are most important to you and why?
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■
■

When you are on holiday, what do you miss most of all?

■

What is it about the community, culture and landscape of where you live that you most
strongly identify with?

■

How can you apply this to your teaching?

4
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Make learning sticky
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If you consider your own time at school, the chances are that your strongest memories will be
about your time outdoors. This will include residential stays, excursions and playtimes. For some
reason, we appear to remember more outdoor activities even though it is quite likely we spent less
time outside than in.
Such memories are important for two reasons. Firstly, there is an onus on us to provide lessons
in an environment that is conducive to learning, both in the long and short term. Common sense
suggests that if being outside is more memorable, then this may be one way of helping children to
remember what they have learned. Secondly, we need to consider why the memories stick. What
is it about being outside that contributes to making an event memorable?
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Chip and Dan Heath spent over ten years looking at why some ideas take hold and others are forgotten. In their book, Made to Stick, they suggest that there are six principles which make a story,
headline or other experience impact on our memory.2 These are neatly summed up as the SUCCES formula: Simple, Unexpected, Concrete, Credible, Emotional, Stories.

nl

An event or experience does not need to contain all of the principles which can be applied to any
learning, outside or inside. However, they easily lend themselves to the outdoors. It is naturally
‘sticky’. For example:
Simple: Less is often more. Most activities outside rely on materials found in situ and the
imagination of those involved.

■

Unexpected: Outdoor activities often end up being interrupted. A cat might walk through
the playground. A patch of mushrooms may be discovered behind a bush. View these interruptions as a vital part of the lesson and go with the ﬂow; even if your original learning
objective is not met, another one can easily replace it.

■

Concrete: Outdoor experiences tend to link better to actual events, people and the community. Often practical skills are required. This makes the learning authentic and real.

■

Credible: Working outside seems to naturally lend itself to children’s lives and interests.
The outdoors is multisensory so children acquire an understanding through using lots of
their senses.
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■

Emotional: This is the ‘ooh’, ‘ah’, ‘ugh’ factor. Not all time spent outside is pleasant but when
you hear these sorts of sounds coming from your class, you know that a connection is being
made. Learning is an emotional process as much as a cognitive one.
Stories: It is relatively easy to create a narrative of outdoor experiences. It is much harder to
do this when sitting down and completing a page of work in an exercise book. We can use
stories as a springboard to an outdoor activity – we can make up stories and act them out.
Adventures are often recalled as narratives.

2 C. Heath and D. Heath, Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Take Hold and Others Come Unstuck (London: Random House, 2007).
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Dirty Teaching

iii

Br

Being mindful of these principles when planning outdoor experiences may help to make the learning memorable.

Look for SUCCES in your lessons
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Ask children in your class to recall a lesson or activity from a few months ago. What made that
experience so memorable? See if you can link what the children say to the SUCCES formula (see
page 5). It is also worth trying this in terms of lessons or events that stick out in your mind from
your own school days.

Why does learning outside matter?
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Many adults who work with young people can give personal accounts of the enjoyment, freedom,
creativity and inspiration that outdoor experiences oﬀer children. The beneﬁts of learning outside
have been recognised and documented at least as far back as the fourteenth century.3

3 R. Joyce, Outdoor Learning Past and Present (Maidenhead: Open University Press, 2012), pp. 11–21.
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In the past two or three decades, a substantial amount of research has been undertaken which all
points in the direction of humans needing nature not just to survive but to thrive.4 Our cognitive, social, emotional and physical health is aﬀected by time spent outside, especially when in a
natural space. This is why there is a growing emphasis on using green spaces, such as beaches and
woodlands, in education. It is also why naturalising school grounds to increase plant cover and
encourage wildlife makes a positive contribution to children’s well-being.
The literature and research in this area suggest that outdoor learning, as part of a planned
approach, may:
Increase attainment in speciﬁc subjects.

■

Impact positively on the health and well-being of young people.

■

Help develop responsible citizens and lifelong appreciation of the natural world.

■

Improve the social and communication skills of young people.

■

Eﬀectively weave together many of the strands of education for sustainable development.5

ow

■

The parallels between all of the approaches to learning outdoors include:
Interdisciplinary learning across subject areas.

■

The use of the school grounds and local neighbourhoods, especially greenspace.

■

Continuous visits over a long period of time, rather than one-oﬀ trips.

■

Children involved in the planning and decision-making.

■

Routines that develop skills and build independence.

■

Teaching and learning in, through and about the natural and man-made world.
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If you want to ﬁnd out more about research and robust arguments for outdoor learning, then read
Learning Outside the Classroom by Simon Beames, Robbie Nicol and Pete Higgins.6 It provides a
very accessible summary with lots of practical advice aimed at primary and middle school teachers.

4 Visit <http://creativestarlearning.co.uk/support/outdoor-learning-research/> for links to some of the main outdoor learning
research websites.
5 Visit <http://www.unesco.org.uk/education_for_sustainable_development> to ﬁnd out more about the United Nations Decade
of Education for Sustainable Development.
6 S. Beames, R. Nicol and P. Higgins, Learning Outside the Classroom: Theory and Guidelines for Practice (New York: Routledge,
2011).
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